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Introduction
Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan is one of the leading, non-profit and independent organizations, fully
dedicated to humanitarian services. Alkhidmat workers and volunteers continue to work tirelessly for
relief of the affected people across Pakistan and worldwide. Our dedicated services include disaster
management, health services, education, orphan care, clean water, mawakhat (interest-free loans) and
other community services.
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MESSAGE

President
Abdus Shakoor
While we are all set to face-off the massive challenges of year 2019 in the field of humanitarian relief and
development, it is a matter of satisfaction that we overcame the trials of 2018 undeterred. Alkhidmat
Foundation Pakistan preserved its traditions and reached out the underprivileged communities without
any kind of discrimination. Our self-sacrificing team of volunteers acclaimed extraordinary achievements
of social service in Pakistan as well as other parts of the world. For the year 2019 also, our passion to
continue this journey with great momentum remains the same.
In 2018, Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan attained remarkable milestones in terms of rightful recognition
of orphan children in the society. The Senate of Pakistan marked the 15th of Ramadan as National
Orphans Day and the President of Pakistan hosted a reception for the orphan children at the President
House.
In addition to successful functioning of our healthcare facilities, Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan also
opened a much needed state of the art hospital in Mardan. Likewise, our emergency response remained
pro-active and prompt during 2018. Provision of clean and healthy drinking water has remained our
priority. AKFP has expanded its network for rehabilitation and education of street children at specialized
Child Protection Centers. Alkhidmat Mawakhat program has transformed many more dreams into reality
by providing necessary financial support and our Community Services program also illustrated
outstanding efforts to enable the destitute segments of society and the minorities to live a better life.
The support of our kind-hearted donors, well-wishers, volunteers and overseas partners was also
matchless. They expressed paramount trust and confidence in the abilities of our team and entrusted us
with the resources to fulfill the dream of service to humanity with integrity. We look forward to a similar
support and encouragement during 2019 as well, for realization of more humanitarian relief initiatives.
Allah almighty may help us all to continue this journey rigorously. Aamin!
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MESSAGE

Senior Vice President
Syed Ihsan Ullah Waqas
Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan is undertaking humanitarian relief work since 1990 and during the last
three decades its operation and service areas have expanded by many folds. The network of our
volunteers has reached almost every district of Pakistan and the significance of coordination between
local, regional and central organs of AKFP has increased even more than before. AKFP Head Office,
located in Lahore, has readily been performing this duty over the years. Apart from this, it regularly
arranges activities for capacity building of its volunteers and workers, manages close and effective
communication with international partners, hosts global delegations and provides friendly administrative
procedures for smooth operations.
Lately, the needs and requirements of infrastructure for the management and monitoring of the projects
had also grown due to the operational spread across Pakistan and other parts of the world. The
establishment of a multipurpose head office to bring together all necessary sections of Alkhidmat
Foundation Pakistan under one roof is a major milestone in this context. Alkhidmat Complex is home to
state of the art in-house facilities. Other than the operational and monitoring offices, it has multipurpose
halls to host events and godown for storage of disaster management-related materials. All these efforts
are directed to one single mission: service to humanity with integrity.

MESSAGE

Secretary General
Dr. M. Mushtaq Ahmed Mangat
Pakistan happens to be one of the world’s youngest nations having a major portion of its population under
35 years of age. However, while it appears to be a key strength it is also a major challenge for us because
a large number of the youth is struggling with educational system, employment opportunities and other
social pressures. Most of them even face trouble in finding a suitable productive role for themselves in
the society. Realizing the seriousness of the situation, Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan has devised a
platform to engage the most energized segment of the society. Alkhidmat Volunteers Program involves
youngsters at two levels as professional and non-professional volunteers for those already working in
some field and students respectively. Professional volunteers provide more area-focused services to
AKFP while the students are engaged for operational, networking and fundraising purposes.
So far, Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan has its ambassadors in 30 universities and colleges while more
than 4,000 young volunteers have also been registered. Additionally, memorandums of understanding
have also been signed with 15 societies of youngsters and welfare activities such as arrangement of
medical camps, distribution of education kits and winter packages and organization of awareness
campaigns have also been carried out with their collaboration. In 2018 alone, these volunteers also
raised more than 2.7 million rupees for Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan. Meanwhile, over 500 volunteers
also performed duties for arrangement of fundraising events across Pakistan.
We believe that our initiative is bearing fruit and there is a need for better and expanded engagement of
the youngsters to prepare them to take over leadership roles in future. Alkhidmat Youth Gathering is
exactly such a kind of program, which has a potential to enable networking and exposure for these
youngsters. Following successful arrangement of two Alkhidmat Youth Gatherings in 2016 and 2017 and
International Youth Gathering in 2018, Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan has now expanded it to all major
cities of the country, and now youth gatherings will be organized at regional level. We hope and pray that
our endeavors will continue to produce good result for the youth.
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Vision
“Service to humanity with integrity”

Mission
Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan being non-political, non-governmental and non-profit organization is
committed to serving
a. humanity especially vulnerable and orphans without any kind of discrimination to contribute in their
wellbeing of their health, education, financial sustainability, livelihood, shelter, availability of clean water,
mosques, savage of disasters and other aspects of life
b. and for welfare of its employees by means of resource mobilization and developing partnerships with
NGOs, other concerned public & private organizations, supporting, engaging in and running useful
programs and doing all such acts, deeds and things required to achieve above mentioned goals with
integrity.

CORE VALUES
SINCERITY
We at Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan believe that our efforts would be driven by sincerity to God
and the needs to fulfill our obligations to humanity.

LOVE FOR OTHERS
We at Alkhidmat foundation Pakistan understand that love for others is our strongest attribute to
achieve the desired results.

RESPECT FOR OTHERS
We at Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan tend to demonstrate respect for others to be a role model for
our colleagues, donors, beneficiaries and other society members and to create a peaceful work
environment.

COMMITMENT
We at Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan are fully committed to our work and specific about our
organizational goals.

DISCIPLINE
We at Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan are well disciplined in our work and fully prepared for what a
situation may demand from us.
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lkhidmat Foundation Pakistan has been established under “Societies Registration Act XX1, 1860”
to undertake humanitarian aid work as non-profit organization in the fields of disaster
management, health services, education, clean water, orphan care, interest-free loans and
community services. To oversee its operations and maintain transperancy, an extensive body structure
has been devised in the form of General Council and Central Board of Management. General Council
comprises of President, Vice President, Secretary General, Secretary Finance, Assitant Secretaries,
National Directors, Regional Presidents, AKFP Women Wing President, upto three persons nominated by
President and upto three persons nominated by AKFP Women Wing President. The body directs and
oversees the organization, setting out its priorities and objectives, focusing on strategic planning and
governance. It also evaluates performance and approves relevant new policies and procedures.
Central Board of Management (CBM) guides the central, regional and local management to undertake
necessary measurements to implement the mission statement of the organization. The board comprises
of President, Vice President, Secretary General, Secretary Finance, Assitant Secretaries, Executive
Director, AKFP Women Wing President, AKFP Women Wing Vice President, AKFP Women Wing Secretary
General and upto three regional presidents noominated by the President. Apart from effective
implementation of the humanitarian welfare projects and preparation of their progress reports, CBM also
takes steps to build capacity of partners and staff on the logical framework, data management, data
analysis and result-oriented programs.
As part of the efforts to maintain an image of a well-reputed non-profit organization, AKFP follows a
remuneration policy to attract and retaining talented individuals: primarily based on their passion,
commitment to the cause. The remuneration principle is competitive to the market but not be market
driven, and ensures that all of the operations of AKFP are cost effective and affordable, and in line with
our philosophy of being cost effective.

Efficient
Following
Rule of Law

Accountable

Transparent

GOOD
GOVERNANCE
Responsive

Inclusive
Participatory

Consensus
Oriented
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Collaboration
Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan strongly believes in partnering with
local communities, international partners as well as government
and private sector for effective operations.
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Working with Partnership
We establish effective partnerships worldwide with credible NGOs and INGOs with a principal function to
execute humanitarian projects throughout Pakistan especially in the health sector and orphan care.
Provision of services includes medical, social and psychological services as well as integration activities,
care and nursing, material and financial support, educational and information services and training.
Across Border relief activities are also conducted in collabration with our international partners who are
devoted to work with the local communities. Our assistance is mainly aimed to help the orphans, refugee
families and disaster affectees around the world. AKFP has been providing assistance to the needy
people in Syria, Myanmar (Rohingya Muslims), Sri Lanka, Nepal and Indonesia with the help of on-ground
partner relief organizations in respective countries.
For execution of projects, mostly Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan builds demand proposals in the
respected areas offered by INGOs for development in Pakistan. As an implementing agency, AKFP plans
activities which take place in agreed geographical areas, focused on the most vulnerable locations, and
projects that address specific challenges faced by local communities in Pakistan. As soon as the proposal
is approved, a confirmation survey is carried out in the target areas, a management committee monitors
and evaluates the projects on the basis of mutual partnership strategies and encompasses criteria such
as strategic fit, project’s cycle, capacity of the organization and donor’s requirements. At different points
in a project life cycle, proper monitoring and evaluation is carried out by the regional and district officials
which enables the most effective demonstration of the impact and quality of work.
For establishment of a self-reliant and sustainable community, AKFP only undertakes those projects
which ensure strong local ownership and sustainable outcomes after the completion. For this purpose,
we mainly focus to work directly or indirectly with the communities for the implementation of activities.
We ensure that every aid work and project is implemented in accordance with ethical core values to
produce best possible outcomes for the betterment of the deprived communities. For financial
transparency, the funds are deposited in A+ rated bank only.
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AKFP President Abdus Shakoor distributing relief goods among Syrian refugees
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Syrian Refugee Camp in Turkey

Aghosh Alkhidmat Gaziantep

Syrian Refugee Camp in Turkey

Syrian Refugee Camp in Turkey

AKFP at UNIW meeting

Meeting with Turkish partners

AKFP’s relief operation in Indonesia

AKFP at UNIW meeting

Distribution of Food Packages among Rohingya Muslims
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Our Impact: 10 Million Souls Touched
Alkhidmat Foundation has changed the lives of millions of people
ranging from an orphan to an inspiring entrepreneur. We’ve created
oportunities for widows to live a dignified life and students to be the
ambassadors of a positive change to become the leaders of a
progressive country.
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eing a leading non-profit and independent organization, Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan is tirelessly
providing multidimensional services in Disaster Management, Health, Education, Orphan Care,
Clean Water, Mawakhat Program (Interest-free loans) and other Community Services. AKFP has
implemented its motto, service to humanity with integrity, with true spirit over the years. Today the
number of people who benefited from our seven service areas stands in millions across Pakistan and
abroad.
In 2018, Health Services program provided best healthcare facilities to 7.2 Million beneficiaries while
Disaster Management program catered to the needs of 212,977 people. Similarly, Orphan Care Program
served 12,225 orphans, Clean Water program 2,240,900 people per day, Education program reached out
20,349 students, Mawakhat Program 1,182 beneficiaries and Community Services program cared for
1,033,425 Individuals.

Beneficiaries Year by Year
10,704,925
Beneficiaries

9,051,000
Beneficiaries

2014

2015

8,570,632
Beneficiaries

2017

9,050,000
Beneficiaries

2018

9,715,000
Beneficiaries

2016

A Major Milestone Achieved in 2018:
Provided Humanitarian Services to Over 10 Million Deserving People.
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COMBATING DISASTERS!
While disasters claim a considerable number of lives every year, many others die due to
mismanagement in rescue operation and ill-trained early responders. For this purpose, Alkhidmat
Foundation Pakistan arranges extensive training workshops for its workers and volunteers in
collaboration with Rescue 1122, the National Disaster Management Department, PRCS, ICRS and
related organizations. These trainings range from basic life support to life safety and FBAO, CPR and
BCM. Since 2017, 48 such training workshops have been arranged in which 1,325 volunteers were
trained while 41 training of trainers workshops were also held for the 1,200 trainers.
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DISASTER MANAGEMENT
Volunteers

Response Hubs

11,594 21

Shelter Homes

Ration Package

Trainings

1,007

33,839

170

Pakistan is one of the countries that have witnessed worst destruction at
the hands of disasters. Natural or man-made disasters have claimed
thousands of lives in Pakistan over the last two decades. Loss to personal
properties and public infrastructure has another adverse impact on
Pakistani society.
Alkhidmat Disaster Management program is a self-sufficient and
perpetual emergency response mechanism across the country. AKFP has
a vast experience in Disaster Management ranging from the very first
response to a calamity to the complete rehabilitation of victims and
infrastructure both inside the country & abroad.
The volunteers of Disaster Management program are well-trained to
handle emergency situations ranging from road accidents to huge
disasters like earthquakes and floods. The capacity of these volunteers is
also regularly upgraded to enhance their disaster management
capabilities through a rigorous training program.

Training Participants
3,901

451
Million PKR
EXPENDITURE

212,977
BENEFICIARIES

Shelter Homes
6,042

Ration Packages
203,034

[ Service wise Beneficiaries ]
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Alkhidmat Foundation’s welfare activities for earthquake-affected people in Indonesia
A deadly earthquake of 7.5 magnitude shook Indonesia on September 28, causing a humanitarian crisis
which directly affected around 2.5 million people in the region. Hundreds of people were dead while
thousands of others were seriously injured. Indonesian Sulawesi island’s Palu city was the area worst
damaged by the earthquake and hundreds of families were affected by this disaster of huge scale. In such
a grave situation, the Indonesian government appealed the international community to extend support to
handle the humanitarian crisis. Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan, responding to the call, kicked off relief
operation in collaboration with international welfare organizations undertaking activities on the ground.
Director International Affairs AKFP Syed Jalil Hasan visited the earthquake-affected areas and also
carried the emergency relief goods to the victims. Special Food Packages, carrying enough ration to
support a family for one month, were distributed among 200 affected families.

AKFP’s relief operation following deadly earthquake in Indonesia

Distribution of Food Packages
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Emergency relief operation in Indonesia

Relief work in Ghazni Afghanistan
For around two decades, Afghanistan has been center of global war on terrorism which has badly
affected the local population. In September 2018, Ghazni city became center of 5-day intense clashes and
it caused civilian casualities as well as destruction of dozens of houses. Overall more than 3,000 families
were directly affected, leading to a crisis like situation. Assessing the crucial circumstances, Alkhidmat
Foundation Pakistan stepped in for the emergency relief work through its local partner agency
Humanitarian Assitance Society (HAS). The volunteers working on the ground reached affected civilians
in the outskirts of Ghazi and provided assistance worth PKR 10 million to 163 families. The families were
provided with special ration bags consisting of enough food items to fulfill the needs of a family for one
month. Food items such as flour, rice, sugar, cooking oil and spices were included in the ration bags,
which are easy to use as well as store for the future. Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan ensured a complete
transparency during selection of beneficiary families and execution of the relief project.

Emergency relief operation in Ghazni, Afghanistan

Distribution of Food Packages
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Rescue & Relief Operation at Ghazar Valley, Gilgit Baltistan
River Ishkoman had formed a temporary lake at Badswat area due to continuous dissolution of glaciers
in Badswat Nullah. 50 houses, a school and some shops were inundated as a result. On the other side,
600 houses in the villages of Ishkoman including Badswat, Berth, Matamadan, Gunjabad, Dawardas,
Borth, Sheri Roi, Matramdan and Boqyazbin were disconnected from the mainland. Assessing the situation, Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan started the relief activities and sent a team of volunteers and
welfare goods to the affected areas through an army helicopter. As many as 50 Food Packages, 50 Tents
and 200 Tarpaulins were distributed among the affected families in the first phase.

Food Packages Distributed Among People Affected by
Flash Flood in Chitral
Following the flash floods which caused damages in Jangarait Drosh,
district Chitral, volunteers of Alkhidmat
Foundation Pakistan
immediately reached the affected areas along with emergency relief
goods. The Alkhidmat Volunteers distributed Food Packages which
comprised of necessary edible items such as dry food, flour, cooking oil
and sugar to meet the needs of a family for one month.

Annual Board Meeting of AKFP Disaster Management Program
Held in Lahore
The annual board meeting of Alkhidmat Disaster Management
program was held at AKFP Head Office, Lahore. AKFP Secretary
General Dr. Muhammad Mushtaq Ahmad Mangat, Executive Director
Shahid Iqbal, General Manager Programs Sufyan Khan and other
members of the board attended the meeting. The board reviewed the
performance of AKFP volunteers in the fields of rescue, relief and
rehabilitation and devised a future roadmap.
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Heat Stroke Camp in Karachi

Training by Rescue 1122

Training Workshop on Emergency Response

Awareness walk on National Disaster Awareness Day in Gilgit Baltistan
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ALKHIDMAT MASHAL MEDICAL COMPLEX
Mardan’s Mashaal Medical Complex is a new addition to the countrywide network of healthcare
facilities of Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan's Health Services program. The state of the art
healthcare project is stretched on 27 Kanals of land, comprising 50-bed capacity and equipped with
advanced facilities such as Emergency ward, Mother and Child Healthcare, Operation Theatre,
Diagnostic Laboratory, Medical Image Processing and Ambulance for indoor & outdoor patients. The
medical complex provides all types of medical facilities at 50% rates as compared to the local
market and completely free treatment for the needy patients. A special fund has also been
established for the provision of free facilities to such patients. The project has been completed in
collaboration with local and international donors.
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HEALTH SERVICES
Hospitals

Medical Centers

20

81

Thalassemia
Centers

Blood Banks

3

5

Diagnostic
Centers

58

Collection
Centers

61

Free Medical
Camps

318

Ambulances

284

Mother & Child
Health Care Centers
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World Health Organization (WHO) has enlisted Pakistan among 57
countries with critical health workforce deficiency while the country is
placed at 122nd position in terms of quality of healthcare facilities.
Unfortunately Pakistan stands high in the list of top 10 contries with
extreme infant mortality.
Being conscious of the situation, Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan has
established countrywide network to provide best healthcare facilities to
public, irrespective of their socio-economic status. Under its umbrella
currently several Mother and Child Healthcare Centers, Hospitals, Mobile
Medical Camps, Ambulance Service, Diagnostic Centers and Blood Banks
are functional effectively across the country including landmark projects
in the remotest and most under-developed areas such as Tharparkar
(Sindh) and Quetta (Balochistan).

Blood Banks
22,323

Ambulances
38,965

Diagnostic Centers
2,066,124

2,503
Million PKR
EXPENDITURE

7,183,867
BENEFICIARIES

Free Medical
Camps 88,105
MCHCS
731,560

Medical Centers
1,253,504

Hospitals
2,983,286

[ Service wise Beneficiaries ]
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Consultation Meeting Alkhidmat Health Foundation Pakistan
The mission to provide healthcare facilities across the country with an extensive focus on the remotest
areas requires a lot of preparations and consultations to not only implement the projects but also to keep
them running in their true spirit. Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan stays in touch with local offices, the
personnel and related officials, so that all of the information about the operational Mother and Child
Health Centers, Hopitals, Policlinics, Blood Banks and Ambulances remains up-to-date. It enables the
administration to learn about the available capacity of the projects and make decisions regarding new
projects and expansions through a delibrate process of consultation. In December 2018, President AKFP
Muhammad Abdus Shakoor chaired a consultation meeting at Alkhidmat Complex, Lahore. Top officials,
members of the borad of Health Services Program and local personnel attended the meeting.

Consultation Meeting of Alkhidmat Health Foundation

Participants of Consultation Meeting
23

Dr. Hafeez-ur-Rehman adressing to the participants

Alkhidmat Hospital Bajaur

Alkhidmat Hospital Buner

Alkhidmat Hospital Chitral

Alkhidmat Hospital Mohmand Bajaur
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Hands-on Workshop on Blood Banking
The collection and storage of blood samples for transfusion in the future is always a challenging job and it
required up-to-date skills to fulfil this job accordingly. Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan arranged
“Hands-on Workshop on Blood Banking” at AKFP Diagnostic Lab and Blood Bank, Lahore to equip the
people working in this field with modern techniques and methodologies. On the occasion, experts
delivered lectures on techniques and principles of blood storage and safety.

300 Patients were Treated at Free Medical Camp
Expanding its healthcare facilities to the underdeveloped areas of
interior Sindh, Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan organized a medical
camp in Kandhkot. The camp was lead by Prof. Dr. Alam Ibrahim, Head
of Neurology Dept. Benazir Bhutto Medical University Larkana while Dr.
Pradeep Kumar Mandhan from Jinnah Hospital and other expert
doctors also participated in the camp, where around 300 patients were
treated free of cost.

6th Alkhidmat Diagnostic Collection Center Opened in Multan
In order to expand its services to every doorstep, Alkhidmat Foundation
Pakistan opened its sixth Diagnostic and Collection Center for the locals
in Multan. The center is located at Gulgasht Colony, Multan and it is
equipped with all of the modern facilities of sample collection and
storage. It is directly connected to the central laboratories of AKFP. This
collection center also provides services related to all types of medical
tests at half prices as compared to the local market.
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Ambulance Service
Pakistan is a disaster-prone country and every year hundreds of people lose their lives just because they
do not get timely access to hospitals or any other emergency medical care centers. In the wake of natural
disasters and unfortunate accidents, ambulances play a crucial role to not only transfer the injured
people to the nearest healthcare facility but also help to provide them first-aid and early medication for
survival before their transfer to the hospital. This role is even more important in remote areas where
hospitals and emergency institutions are located far away.
In order to improve the quality of its healthcare facilities, Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan has established
an efficient network of ambulances across the country. These ambulances serve the purpose of an
important connection between the hospitals and the accident location. Currently, the fleet of Alkhidmat
Ambulances comprises of as many as 287 ambulances which are equipped with best facilities to provide
appropriate pre-hospital care to the patients in any emergency situation. They carry trained staff and
necessary equipment like splints, oxygen, life saving drugs and paramedical facilities.
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REALIZING DREAMS!
My name is Abdul Museeb. My father was security guard at a market however he quit his job due to
ageing. I used to pay my school fees by collecting trash from streets but due to difficulties of my
family I had to quit school. I came across a representative of Alkhidmat Child Protection Center who
readmitted me to school with permission of my parents, and also bore my educational expenses.
With AKFP’s support and prayers of my parents, I passed intermediate from Edward College
Peshawar and got admission in University of Engineering and Technology to fulfil my dream of
becoming a software engineer.
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EDUCATION
Child Protection
Centers

23

Alkhidmat
Schools

80

Alfalah
Scholarships

550

Hostels

2

Skills Development
Centers

58

Despite attempts by public and private sector, low literacy rate has been a
worrisome reality of Pakistan and it is estimated that there are 25 million
out of school children in the country.
Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan is running educational institutions and
related facilities across Pakistan with an aim to ensure education for every
Pakistani.
Both girls and boys are equally benefitted from our educational projects. In
collabaration with Child Protection and Rehablitation Trust (CPRT), Child
Protection Centers are established to rehabilitate street children and
prepare them to join formal educational institutions.
Alfalah Scholarship Scheme is providing scholarships to talented needy
students on regular basis.

Child Protection
Centers 1150

110
Million PKR
EXPENDITURE

20,349
BENEFICIARIES

Youth Hostels
150
Alfalah
Scholarships
550

Skill Development
Centers 3,499
Schools
12,000
School Supplies
3,000

[ Service wise Beneficiaries ]
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Alfalah Scholarship Scheme
It has been recognized that poor financial condition is the key reason behind Pakistan’s low literacy rate.
As a result, a large percentage of the children does not go to school even for a single day and many others
have to drop from schools and start working to support their families. Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan’s
Alfalah Scholorship Scheme is providing financial assistance to the needy talented students without the
prejudice of caste, creed, religion or political affiliation. The scheme has objective to provide financial
assistance for deserving talented students, promote higher and technical education, provide guidance
and career counselling for such students, create social awareness, democratic and economic rights and
promote love, peace and brotherhood among various segments of the society. So far thousands have
benefitted from this scholarship scheme and started respectable jobs after acquiring higher education.

A Group Photo at Alfalah Scholarship Distribution
Program
29

Senior Punjab Minister Mehmood-ur-Rasheed at the
event

Child Protection & Rehabilitation Trust (CPRT)
All children have right to protection, survival, be heard, receive adequate care and grow up in a safe
environment. A family is the first line of protection for the children. However, thousands of children are
forced to quit their family life and start living as street children, trying to do petty jobs and support
themselves as well as their families. To cope up with the situation of child protection in Pakistan, Child
Protection & Rehabilitation Trust (CPRT) and Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan have jointly established 9
child protection centres. These centres are catering to the needs of hundreds of street children especially
those who are compelled to child labor. The children are provided with primary rehabilitation at these
centers and prepared to join formal educational institutions afterwards. AKFP and CPRT aim to expand
the network of these Child Protection Centers across Pakistan.

Classroom Discussion on World Teachers Day

Annual Sport Gala at Child Protection Center Lahore

Discussion on the Rights of Children in Islam at Child
Protection Center Quetta
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MOU With Franklin Covey
For capacity building of teachers and students at Alkhidmat Schools and Child Protection Centers in
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa province, Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan and Franklin Covey Education Pakistan
signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU). Under this MoU, students and teachers of AKFP schools
and CPCs will be trained in the areas of leadership and management through special workshops based
on “Leader in Me” framework. Franklin Covey is a world renowned leadership framework which has been
adopted at thousands of schools across in than 60 countries in last 15 years. AKFP is the first
organization from non-profit sector to sign such an agreement in KPK.

Alkhidmat Child Protection Center Inaugurated in Peshawar
Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan, in collaboration with Child Protection
and Rehabilitation Trust (CPRT), inaugurated a new Child Protection
Center in Peshawar. Peshawar District Nazim Arbab Muhammad Asim
inaugurated the center while AKFP Khyber Pakhtunkhwa President
Khalid Waqas and CPRT Founder Dr. Altaf Qadir Khatak were also
present on the occasion. The center is dedicated to provide basic
educational and rehabilitation facilities to the street children to prepare
them to join formal schools.

One-Day Tour for the Street Children
While preparing the street children to join formal educational
institutions after rehabilitation at Alkhidmat Child Protection Centers,
special recreational activities are also arranged for their productive
growth. For this purpose, AKFP and administration of Sozo World
arranged a one-day tour for the street children of Alkhidmat Child
Protection Centers.
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Morning Assembly at Alkhidmat Foundation School Charsadda

Alkhidmat Foundation School Charsadda

Islamic education at Alkhidmat School

Exposure Tour of Children to Peshawar Zoo
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SAVING LIVES!
While the drinking water is collected from open-air reservoirs in the most parts of Pakistan which is
contaminated with unhealthy substances, the Community Hand Pumps provide clean water for
drinking and domestic usage for a whole locality through a safe procedure as well as without electricity.
Installation of a similar Community Hand Pump at a local seminary in Khayber Pakhtunkhwa’s
Charsadda area resolved a long outstanding issue of provision of clean water for hundreds of the
students there. The administration of the seminary used to collect water from neighborhood previously
and implementation of this water project is nothing less than a blessing for them.
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CLEAN WATER
Community
Hand Pumps

5,439

Water Filtration
Plants

105

Water Wells

1,754

Gravity Flow
Water Schemes

65

Submersible
Water Pumps

639

The grave condition of water scarcity is not new in Pakistan and the recent
reports released by drinking water inspection authorities suggest that
most of the people are drinking unhealthy water across the country. Global
organizations have also placed Pakistan among countries where
availability of clean drinking water is a serious issue.
Under Clean Water program, Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan has
completed hundreds of water projects that provide clean drinking water to
needy communities across the country. This program ensures supply of
clean drinking water in water-scarce areas as well as in big cities by
installation of water pumps, handpumps and water filtration plants. In the
mountainous areas, gravity flow schemes are implemented to ensure the
supply of water to the households.

Gravity Flow Water
Schemes 32,500

Other
Projects

516
347
Million PKR
EXPENDITURE

2,240,900
BENEFICIARIES
(Per Day)

Water Filtration
Plants 84,000
Other Projects
103,200

Submersible Water
Pumps 319,500

Water Wells
613,900

Community
Hand Pumps
1,087,800

[ Service wise Beneficiaries ]
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Agro Culture Water Project in Tharparker
Thar is the largest desert in Pakistan and the 9th largest in the world. With a tropical desert climate, rains
play a vital role in the Tharparker region as underground water is rare or really difficult to be drilled.
Provision of clean drinking water has been a top priority of the development actors including Alkhidmat
Foundation Pakistan for which, the organization has implemented a number of projects in various areas
of Pakistan including district Tharparker which is the most water-scarce area of the country. All over
district Tharparker AKFP, through its Clean Water program, has installed Community Handpumps,
Submersible and Solar Submersible Water Pumps with Water Storage Tanks along with Water Wells to
provide safe and healthy water for drinking and domestic usage.
Clean Water program of Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan has inked an agreement with funding partner
Water for Life, a program of Helping Hand for Relief & Development (HHRD), to develop model crop
cultivation farms in the Thar Desert to grow green fodder through Solar Submersible Water Project with
Water Storage Tank in village Bakao of Tehsil Mitth, district Tharparker. The aim of this project is to not
only provide clean drinking water but also give locals an opportunity to cultivate their land with different
types of vegetables such as onion, ginger and carrots which are easy to grow in the area. Today the local
community is not only getting clean waterto fulfill their needs but they are also cultivating vegetables for
their daily use. These crops are also a major source of revenue generation for them.
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Water Filtration Plant Hub, Balochistan

Water Well at Makran - Balochistan

Community Hand Pump at Tharparkar - Sindh

Community Water Project at D.I. Khan - KP

Gravity Flow Scheme at KP
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1st International Water Conference by Alkhidmat & Riphah International University
In the light of World Water Day theme for 2018 “Nature for Water”, Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan and Riphah
Institute of Public Policy organized a seminar on “Climate Change: Water Scarcity Challenges and Its Solutions”
on March 29, 2018 at Riphah International University, ETB Campus Islamabad. The event provided an important
opportunity of exploring nature-based solutions for various water challenges. It was emphasized that water is
not only a life sustaining resource but also accounts for social well-being and economic prosperity. It plays an
important role in managing a healthy ecosystem. The floods and droughts are considered as major water
challenges for 21st century globally and phenomena like global warming and climate change further aggravate
towards the severity of these challenges. It was agreed that now is the time to explore nature-based solutions
which have great potential to solve the complex water related challenges.

Newly Completed Clean Water Project at Lower Dir
The tough terrain of mountainous areas not only makes it difficult to get
water for locals, but storage of water is also a major problem. To
resolve such issues, Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan is continuously
implementing water projects in such areas.

AKFP Punjab Arranges Capacity Building Workshop
While AKFP is always striving to implement maximum water projects
across Pakistan, it also recognizes the maintenance of these projects
as a major challenge. For this purpose, a capacity building workshop
was organized about quality management of water filtration plants.
Rashid Daood Bukhari (National Director Clean Water program)
supervised the workshop, while Plant Incharges and Plant Operators
from all over Punjab were among the participants.
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Awareness walk to highlight significance of clean water on “World Water Day 2018”
With an aim to make clean drinking water accessible to every individual in the country, Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan’s Clean Water program marked World Water Day on March 22nd across Pakistan. Special
seminars, awareness walks and exhibitions were arranged under the banner of “Clean Water, Safe Life”
where students from educational institutions, members of civil society and representatives of public and
private sector organizations actively participated. Currently, AKFP is providing clean drinking water to
around 1.8 million individuals every day.
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BUILDING NEW FUTURES
My name is Hammad Khalil and I belong to a remote village, Dakk, of Azad Kashmir. My father died
of a heart attack in 2007 and since then financial condition of my family becmae very disturbing. Due
to such circumstances, my mother sent me to the Aghosh Home where I spent 6 years. Aghosh
Home provided my free education, food, residence and other recreational facilities. I passed
matriculation and intermediate with distinctive marks and got admission in Peshawar Medical
College. AKFP is still financially supporting my education. I will take forward Alkhidmat’s mission
after completion of my education.
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ORPHAN CARE PROGRAM
Clusters

Activities Held

Study Centers

55

778

116

Orphan children are considered as the most neglected segment of society
worldwide, particularly in the developing countries which host most of the
helpless orphan children (Pakistan has over 4.6 million orphan children).
Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan has established Orphan Care Program to
provide necessary support to these vulnerable children.

EXPENDITURE

Orphan Family Support Program (OFSP)
Under this sponsorship program, the orphan boys and girls are provided
financial assistance while they live at their own homes along with their
family members. This program has established clusters all across the
country. Every cluster is managed by a Family Support Organizer who
stays in touch with the families of these orphan children throughout the
year. He also ensures that children are provided with best education,
nutrition and healthcare.

Gilgit-Baltistan
197

862
Million PKR
12,225
BENEFICIARIES

Balochistan
347

Azad Jammu &
Kashmir 894
Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa
3,249

Sindh
1,803

Punjab
4,947
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Child Character Development Program
Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan has not limited itself to the provision of education, food and healthcare
facilities only, but it also makes necessary arrangements for the moral development of the orphan
children. A four-point system has been established under the Child Character Development Program
which comprises of educational activities, physical activities, moral activities and social workshops. For
this purpose, the process of establishment of cluster centers is also underway and habits such as
truthfulness, honesty, discipline, human rights and citizen’s responsibilities are being inculcated into the
characters of these children. Keeping in view the interest of young children, photographic books have
also been made a part of the curriculum while practical activities are devised for the elder children. The
ultimate aim of Child Character Development Program is moral, social and personal growth of the orphan
children.
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Grand Iftar 2018
Alhidmat Foundation Pakistan, in partnership with Turkish welfare organization, arranged Grand Iftar
Dinner for over 800 orphan children in the capital city Islamabad. The event was also attended by the
adviser to the Turkish Prime Minister Kamil Gul Abbas, Turkish ambassador in Islamabad Ihsan Mustafa
and President Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan Muhammad Abdus Shakoor and other dignitaries. The
event was started with national anthems of Pakistan and Turkey to celebrate the strong brotherhood of
the two countries. The foreign guests also spent some time with the orphan children, traditional Sindhi
shawls and caps were also presented to them.

Eid Gifts Distribution Among 600 Orphans & Eldery
To complete the happiness of Eid festival, Alkhidmat Foundation
Pakistan, in collaboration of 15 youth societies, arranged an Iftar
dinner for orphan children, their families and elderly citizens from
different old-age homes in Lahore. Special Eid gifts were distributed
among participants on this occasion. Over 600 orphans attended the
dinner along with their families to make those moments memorable.

Performance of Orphan Family Support Program Reviewed
Annual Board Meeting of Orphan Family Support Program (OFSP) was
chaired by AKFP President Muhammad Abdus Shakoor where the
annual performance reports of the program were presented while
planning for the next year was also undertaken. Seperately, a quarterly
review and planning meeting of Alkhidmat Orphan Family Support
Program was also held in Lahore which was attended by all regional
coordinators of the program.
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Annual Health Screening Camp
Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan, in collaboration with Patient Benevolent Society Sheikh Zaid Hospital,
arranged an extensive medical camp for as many as 1,500 orphan children, being sponsored by
Alkhidmat Orphan Care Program, and their mothers at Sheikh Zaid Medical Complex Lahore. The
beneficiaries were thoroughly examined by the expert doctors and provided with necessary medicines. A
team of 200 doctors including 20 senior doctors, paramedical staff and more than 100 Alkhidmat
volunteers from different universities performed their duties on the occasion. At the camp, different
recreational activities such as face painting, puppet show, mehndi, swings and skits were also arranged
for the orphan children.
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Hand-Washing Day

Celebration of Iqbal Day

"Orphan Solidarity Day" Program

Celebration of Iqbal Day

Celebration of World Teachers’ Day
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AGHOSH HOMES
Aghosh Homes
(Operational)

Aghosh Homes
(Under Construction)

11

Aghosh Homes
(Planning Phase)

06

04

‘Aghosh Homes’ is a distinctive program of Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan dedicated to provide quality
educational opportunities to orphan children. These homes provide best educational, residential, healthcare and recreational facilities to the orphan residents for their academic and personal growth. Regular
mentoring and counselling sessions are also organized at these centers to equip the children with
highest degree of confidence.
Currently, 11 Aghosh Homes are operational in the country that includes one dedicated center at Bani
Gala (Islamabad) for girls. One more Aghosh Home for girls is being contructed in Sheikhupura (Punjab)

Gilgit-Baltistan

Dir Lower
Peshawar

Kohat

Attock

Mansehra
Murree

Bagh

Rawalakot
Islamabad
Kotli
Rawalpindi

Gujranwala
Dera Ismail
Khan

Sheikhupura
Lahore

Quetta

OPERATIONAL
Operational

Hala
Karachi

DEMOGRAPHIC MAP OF
AGHOSH HOMES
ACROSS PAKISTAN
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1. Attock
2. Rawalpindi
3. Sheikhupura
4. Gujranwala
5. Islamabad (Girls)
6. Baagh
7. Rawalakot
8. Mansehra
9. Peshawar
10. Dera Ismail Khan
11. Gaziantep

Punjab
Punjab
Punjab
Punjab
ICT
AJK
AJK
KP
KP
KP
Turkey

UNDER CONSTRUCTION
Under
Construction

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Murree
Sheikhupura (Girls)
Dir Lower
Kohat
Karachi
Hala

Punjab
Punjab
KP
KP
Sindh
Sindh

PLANNING PHASE
Planning
Phase

1.
2.
3.
4.

Kotli (AJK)
Gilgit-Baltistan
Lahore
Quetta

AJK
Gilgit Baltistan
Punjab
Balochistan

AKFP INAUGURATES AGHOSH HOME IN TURKEY
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AGHOSH ALKHIDMAT PESHAWAR

AGHOSH ALKHIDMAT RAWALPINDI

AGHOSH ALKHIDMAT ATTOCK

AGHOSH ALKHIDMAT MANSEHRA

AGHOSH ALKHIDMAT SHEIKHUPURA
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AGHOSH ALKHIDMAT BANI GALA (Girls)

AGHOSH ALKHIDMAT BAAGH

AGHOSH ALKHIDMAT GUJRANWALA

AGHOSH ALKHIDMAT RAWALAKOT

AGHOSH ALKHIDMAT DI KHAN
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AGHOSH MURREE (CENTER OF EXCELLENCE FOR ORPHANS)
Aghosh Murree is a flagship project of Alkhidmat Foundation of Pakistan designed to provide high quality
educational and boarding facilities to talented orphans. It is located on main Murree Express way about
35-Km from Islamabad in the scenic valley of Murree.
This center will be operational in 2019 and will strive to provide high class educational facilities to
students of grade-6 to grade-12. It will be equipped with state-of-the-art labs for computer studies,
science and research.
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Under Construction Aghosh Homes
Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan is set to develop and plan new Aghosh Homes all over the country. Five
Aghosh Homes are currently under-construction and 6 others are in planning phase in different cities of
the country. Just like the existing Aghosh Homes, these orphanages will also be dedicated to provide
equal opportunities to the orphan children in the form of best educational, residential, healthcare and
recreational facilities for their academic and personal growth. To provide necessary support to the
children without parents and secure a bright and successful future for them, Alkhidmat Foundation
Pakistan will also facilitate the children residing at these homes through an extensive Child Character
Development Program, which regularly arranges activities for their psychological wellbeing and moral
growth, just like the existing Aghosh Homes. To ensure transparency and efficiency for the construction
of Aghosh Homes, Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan is also engaging local communities. It is ensured that
these projects are implemented in accordance with ethical core values of individual donors as well as
donor organizations from Pakistan and other countries. Donations are sought from local donors and
international partners to complete these projects at the earliest. Donor can support these projects
directly through online donations, bank transfers, personal donations or home collection of funds.

AGHOSH SHEIKHUPURA FOR GIRLS

AGHOSH KARACHI

AGHOSH HALA (SINDH)

AGHOSH DIR LOWER

AGHOSH KOHAT
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World Orphan Day
President House Holds Reception for Orphan Children to mark National Orphans Day
In a bid to mark National Orphans Day on Ramadan 15, the President House held a reception for orphan
children from across the country. Honorable President of Pakistan Mr. Mamnoon Hussain, Mr.
Muhammad Abdus Shakoor President Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan and POCF and Mr. Mehmet Emre
(Country Director of Turkish aid agency TIKA) were chief guests of the occasion.
Addressing the participants, President Mamnoon Hussain advised the orphan children to not consider
themselves inferior to anyone and rather earn distinction by excelling in education to play an active role
for human development. He appreciated the role of the organizations undertaking orphan care programs
to ensure bright future for the orphan children. The president lauded the parliament’s decision to observe
15th of holy month of Ramadan as a ‘Day of Orphan Children’ in Pakistan, like other countries of the
Islamic world.

Honorable President of Pakistan Hosted a Reception on 15th Ramadan for the Orphan Children at the
President House, Islamabad
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Awareness walk on the occasion of World Orphans Day

World Orphans Day

World Orphans Day

Awareness walk on the occasion of World Orphans Day
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TOWARDS FINANCIAL INDEPENDENCE
My name is Zulqarnain. I used to work at an auto-workshop and earned a small amount. I was
unable to properly support my family to live a respectable life. I always wanted to start something
of my own business , however, the absence of necessary resources was hurdle. Once a friend told
me about Mawakhat program. I visited the local office of AKFP where I was interviewed and my case
was assessed. AKFP offered me Qarz-e-Hasna to buy an auto-rickshaw. Now I am running my own
rickshaw, earning enough money to support my family and to return the loan. Thanks to Alkhidmat
for changing my life!
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MAWAKHAT PROGRAM
Liberation
Loans upto

Small Business
Loans upto

50,000 35,000
Rs

Rs

Recovery
Rate

98.5%

Clusters

31

Loan Portfolio
2018

30 M

The high rate of unemployment is a major source of growing depression in
the poverty-ridden society of Pakistan. In such a situation, a number of
microfinance schemes are being run across the country. However, unlike
most of such schemes, Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan’s Mawakhat
Program is based on the Islamic principle of Qarz-e-Hasna.
Under this program, the needy people are provided with interest-free
loans to support their small businesses as well as to help them repay their
debts. The people interested in Mawakhat Program approach local AKFP
officials through an application along with required documents, and upon
due consideration they receive the loan amount. The beneficiaries return
the net loan amount to Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan within an agreed
time period in the form of easy installments. Any sort of additional amount
is not charged.

Others
168

Beneficiaries
2018

1,182

150 Million
2012-2018
EXPENDITURE

5,600
2012-2018
BENEFICIARIES

Manufacturing
56
Livestock
224

Trading Business
2,352

Services
1,288

Grocery Shops
728

Tailoring & Embroidery
784
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AKFP Mawakhat Program Distributed Interest-free Loans to 31 Widows
Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan Mawakhat Program distributed interest-free loans among as many as 31
widows in Azad Kashmir's Mirpur city to facilitate them to start small businesses. A special ceremony was
arranged for this purpose where every beneficiary widow was given PKR 25,000. AKFP Azad Kashmir
President Dr. Riaz Ahmad and National Director Mawakhat Program Mian Babur Hameed were also present on
the occasion. All of the beneficiary widows were mothers of the orphan children sponsored by Alkhidmat
Foundation Pakistan’s Orphan Care Program.
While AKFP is providing educational, healthcare, recreational and character building facilities to the sponsored
orphan children, it is also taking necessary steps for the training and economic independence of their mothers
through interest-free loan schemes being run under Mawakhat Program which has been established in the
light of Islamic concept of Qarz-e-Hasna. All of the beneficiaries of Mawakhat Program return their loan
Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan in the form of easy installments within an agreed time period.

Alkhidmat Foundation Women Wing Pakistan Presented
Cheque

a

Alkhidmat Foundation Women Wing Pakistan organized a program at
Community Center Latifabad 10, Hyderabad, Sindh in which central and
provincial members reviewed their performance of Hyderabad and
finalized tasks for Ramadan. In the end Regional incharge Najma
Irahad presented a cheque for Mawakhat Program.
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Annual Board Meeting of Alkhidmat Mawakhat Program

A Beneficiary Purchsed a Vehicle with Alkhidmat
Interest-free Loan

Mawakhat Interest-free Loan Distribution

A Vendor Selling Products on his Stall after getting
Interest-free Loan from Alkhidmat

Alkhidmat Small Business Loan
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IMPROVING LIVES WITH CARE
While AKFP Community Services program is undertaking operations such as distribution of winter
packages, food packages and wheelchairs, construction of mosques and community centers,
prisoner’s relief and Qurbani, it is also paying due attention to the minority matters by arranging
special ceremonies of their festivals. Under this, ceremonies are held for the Christians on the
occasion of Christmas, Good Friday and Easter while on Diwali and Holi for the Hindus where gifts
are distributed among minorities to share their happiness. A similar event was held in Lahore on
Christmas where gifts and new clothes were distributed among hundreds of Christian families.
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COMMUNITY SERVICES
Wheelchairs

3,123
Ramadan
Packages

Masajid
(Construction)

27

Prisoners
Welfare

1,829

Dewali &
Christmas Gifts

12,358

Winter
Packages

Eid Gifts

19,623

2,699

Qurbani
Beneficiaries

56,299 56,074
Pakistan is facing multifarious social problems in 21st century ranging
from poverty to civic ignorance and malnourishment. The country stands
at 145th position at Human Development Index (HDI) and almost 50% of
Pakistan’s population is deprived of basic necessities. As per HDR report
27.1% Pakistanis live under severe poverty conditions.
Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan has a vision of a stable Pakistani society
and it is continuously striving to reach the people living in harsh conditions
and provide them necessary assitance through its Community Services
program.
The primary motto of the welfare program is to serve the deprived
community by facilitating them through various interventions by local and
international donors for meeting their pressing needs. These interventions
are often related to weather conditions, festivals or special needs of the
communities.

Wheelchairs
3,123
Winter Packages
117,738

464
Million PKR
EXPENDITURE

1,033,425
BENEFICIARIES

Christmas & Diwali Gifts
12,358
Marriage Boxes
4,936

Ramadan Food
Packages
337,789

Qurbani
336,441
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Winter Packages Distribution
Northern areas of Pakistan happen to be one of the coldest regions in the world, and the temperature
remains below freezing point for months in the winter season. As a result of the harsh weather, many
families fail to take necessary protective measures to survive the coldness due to their economic
conditions. To help the people of northern areas in coping with the extreme winter, Community Service
Program provides them winter packages. These packages consist of quilts, warm clothes, mattresses
and other necessary household items. Our volunteers have reached places that are considered beyond
reach and helped the people of those areas with these relief packages. On special occasions, the warm
clothes and shoes are distributed among registered orphan children and their families as well. Overseas
distribution of these packages is also undertaken at times in regions like Syria and Rohingya.

Volunteers bringing Winter Packages on their backs in Gilgit Baltistan

Alkhidmat Volunteers in Gilgit Baltistan
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Distribution of Winter Packages

Christmas Gift for Christian Community

Minority Matters

Alkhidmat for minorities

Gifts distribution ceremony
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Qurbani 2018
In the developing countries like Pakistan
most of the children remain malnourished
due to poor economic conditions and the
growing children only occasionally get to
eat meat, which is the most important for
healthy nourishment. On the auspicious
occasion of Eid-Ul-Adha, Alkhidmat
Foundation Pakistan makes arrangements
for Qurbani of both cows and goats. It is
ensured that safe and healthy meat is
delivered to the most deserving segment
of the society without any delay. As a part
of this annual drive, Alkhidmat Foundation
Pakistan Women Wing distributed Qurbani
meat among as many as 90 needy families
in Bahawalpur. AKFP Women Wing Punjab
chapter
President
Kauser
Sadiq
supervised the distribution and along with
other AKFP officials she ensured that
every step of Qurbani starting from
selection of animals, their slaughter and
distribution is undertaken with due care.

Ramadan Food Packages
Ramadan is a time when Muslims are
willing to donate large sums for the
welfare and fast-breaking of their fellow
Muslims. The Islamic teachings and saying
of the Holy Prophet (SAW) also confirm the
utmost significance of making donations
during this month. Alkhidmat Community
Service Program distributes Special
Ramadan food packages during this
month to support the needy and poor
families. This package consists of enough
ration to provide food for one family during
the holy month. The aim of this project is to
assist the needy families so they can
spend the holy month without any problem
of bread and butter. As part of this,
Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan distributed
3,000 Ramadan Food Packages among
needy and deserving families in Lahore
during Ramadan 2018 with the help of
both national and international donors.
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A View of Slaughter House in Lahore

Food Packages

Distribution of wheelchairs

Capacity Building Workshop at KP
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ALKHIDMAT FOUNDATION WOMEN WING
Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan's mission is to serve the humanity without any discrimination and
requires equal participation of women as they make around 50% of Pakistan’s population. That's why
Alkhidmat Foundation Women Wing was established in 2013. Female volunteers which were previously
working under the banners of Alkhidmat Khawteen Trust and Alkhidmat Welfare Society in nine major
cities of Pakistan expanded their relief work to 36 districts of four provinces and Azad Kashmir. Women
Wing is currently working in the fields of Orphan Care, Community Services, Education, Community
Centers, Mawakhat (interest-free loans), Clean Water, Disaster Management and Marriage Assistance.
The wing has a strong network of volunteers across Pakistan and it is a vital organ of Alkhidmat
Foundation Pakistan to fulfill its mission of service to humanity with integrity.

ALKHIDMAT
WOMEN WING
TRUST

KARACHI

SINDH
AZAD
KASHMIR
GILGIT
BALTISTAN

KHYBER
PAKHTUNKHWA

BALOCHISTAN

PUNJAB

Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan Women Wing’s Regional Structure
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AKFP (Women Wing Trust) presenting a Cheque for
Aghosh Sheikhupura (Girls)

Sewing Machines Distribution Ceremony

Winter Package Distribution

Celebration of World Teachers’ Day

Distribution of Wedding Packages for Needy

AKFP (Women Wing) presenting a Cheque for Aghosh
Sheikhupura (Girls)
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Groundbreaking of Aghosh Alkhidmat Sheikhupura for Girls
Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan arranged the groundbreaking ceremony of Aghosh Alkhidmat
Sheikhupura for girls on Saturday. The orphanage will have a capacity to fulfil the needs of more than 250
orphan girls once completed. Renowned writer Farhat Ishtiaq, AKFP Senior Vice President Syed
Ishanullah Waqas, AKFP Secretary General Dr. Mushtaq Ahmad Mangat, AKFP Women Wing President
Talat Zaheer, AKFP Women Wing Vice President Navida Anis were also present at the ceremony. The new
Aghosh Alkhidmat Sheikhupura will be dedicated to provide residential, educational and recreational
services to the orphan girls. The project is expected to be completed in 2019. Earlier, AKFP Women Wing
had launched Aghosh Alkhidmat Islamabad for Girls last year.

Special Day Celebrated with the Families of Orphans
Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan Women Wing celebrated a day with
orphan families where orphan children registered with Alkhidmat
Orphan Care Program and their mothers participated. AKFP Women
Wing Secretary General Dr. Qalsoom Ranjha was the chief guest. At the
day-long event, activities such as quiz show, face painting, mehndi
dsigning were arranged. A total of 150 orphan families participated.

AKFP Women Wing Trust to Arrange Mass Marriage Ceremony
of 50 Needy Couples
Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan Women Wing (Trust) arranged a mass
marriage ceremony of 50 needy and deserving couples in Peshawar,
where AKFP Secretary General Dr. Muhammad Mushtaq Ahmad
Mangat was also present as the chief guest. The family members and
close relatives of the couples were also present on the occasion. The
newly married couples were also given household goods and special
gifts by the honorable guests.
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Alkhidmat Foundation Women Wing Organized an event for Female Volunteers and Donors

General Council Alkhidmat Foundation Women Wing

Distribution of Food Packges

Quran Education

Free Medical Camp
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Relief and Development organizations are evolving continuously while keeping in view the fact that
poverty, disasters and humanitarian crises are changing drastically and appearing in more ugly colours.
Development actors are on the move to cope up with the changing moods and dimensions of the field.
Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan is constantly working on-and-off the field to understand and deliver
according to the emerging needs and standards. New ideas, new methodologies and state-of-the-art
technologies are regularly explored and are introduced in the system for better and more fruitful results
and impact.
Our focus is always on the impact that our projects and activities are creating for we want them to act as
a catalyst for a positive social change. Engagement of the society particularly active involvement of young
volunteers in relief & development is our hallmark and key to long term and sustainable solutions to
societal problems and challenges. Last year, we engaged more youth volunteers in such constructive and
challenging activities for the larger good of the society.
Another significant aspect that we bring into consideration is to ensure transparency and accountability
in our activities. We have adopted a system that ensures transparency and accountability throughout the
life cycle of any project or activity. National and international legal frameworks are crucial to good
organizational practices and following the best practices in the sector is of paramount importance to us.
We are committed to serve humanity with integrity and with a sense of accountability.
We are extremely enthusiastic about the year 2019 as Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan will be very
committed to spread smiles on many more faces. In Sha Allah

Shahid Iqbal
Executive Director
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Fundraising Events
Maintaining the pace of last year, AKFP organized a countrywide media and marketing campaign under
the theme of “ ”ﻣﺴــﺘﻘﺒﻞ وہ ﺟــﻮ روﺷــﻦ ﮨــﻮto create awareness about collective responsibility of society towards
orphans and to raise funds. AKFP engaged renowned poets, writers, sportsmen and other celebrities to
ensure involvement of masses in these events. This year’s donor conferences and charity events also
provied to be a big success and common members of the society gave donations for the cause. In year
2018, a total of 54 donor conferences were arranged across Pakistan.
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International Youth Gathering
Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan and The Union of NGOs of the Islamic World (UNIW) arranged a three-day
International Youth Gathering in Lahore under the banner of “Union for Peace”. Turkish Ambassador to
Pakistan Ihsan Mustafa Yurdakul, JIP Chief Senator Sirajul Haq, AKFP President Muhammad Abdus
Shakoor, Senior Vice President Syed Ihsanullah Waqas, Secretary General Mushtaq Ahmad Mangat,
UNIW Secretary General Ali Kurt, Young UNIW President Serdar Bayram, JIP Secretary General Liaqat
Baloch, former MNA Dr. Samia Raheel Qazi, renowned motivational speakers, over 40 delegates from 15
countries, hundreds of students, heads of different universities, social and political personalities, media
persons and people from different races of life including youth societies attended the conference. At the
conferences, debates and training sessions were arranged on youth’s role for peace promotion which
included Pakistani civilization, culture and tourism, role of women in society, personal development,
inter-religious harmony, role of educational institutions, teachers and curriculum in establishment of
peace, Kashmir issue, problems faced by Muslim Ummah and responsibilities of youth for their
resolution, and growing significance and usefulness of digital media among youngsters. A food gala was
also arranged for the participants where Pakistani and foreign students arranged stalls to promote their
respective cultures. It is also pertinent to be mentioned that fist International Youth Gathering took place
at Istanbul in 2008. Since then 13 such youth gatherings have so far been arranged in Turkey, Indonesia,
Malaysia, Sudan, Morocco, Albania and Cyprus which have been attended by more than 1,000 youngsters
from 50 different nations.
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Thar Complex, Tharparkar, Sindh
Pakistan’s largest desert known as Tharparkar has an ugly reality that its population is considered to be
the poorest in Pakistan is deprived of the basic necessities of life in the world of 21st century. Keeping in
view the harsh conditions, Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan has devised a special vision for the region in
the form of Thar Complex.
Thar Complex, a 275 million rupees project, consists of a 50-bed hospital in Mitthi, Masjid, Water Filtration
Plants, Water Supply Projects and Submersible Water Pumps. The hospital also has Solar-Powered
Health Unit which has all basic health facilities. It can reach to the remotest area of the district. In the
future, the project will be extended to include veterinary hospital, Aghosh Home, Diagnostic Center,
Schools, Child Development Center, Ambulance Service and Residential Blocks.
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SOME GLIMPSES FROM 2018

Syed Ihsan Ullah Waqas Delivering a Lecture to the Participants of Leaders Arena

Dr. Sabeel Ahmed Giving a Session on leaders arena

CSP Officers from Pakistan Civil Services Academy
visited Alkhidmat Complex

Performance award for Best Employee of the year to
Mr. Ahmed Toor

Syed Ihsan Ullah Waqas Presenting a Book to
Dr. Amjad Saqib Founder of AKHUWAT
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Annual Planning & Review Meeting of CBM

Peer Syed Lakht e Hasnain, Founder & Chairman
Muslim Hands UK at AKFP Complex Lahore

Group Photo with FIMA Delegation

Dr. Ishtiaq Gondal is Delivering a Lecture on Personal
Values & Organizational Ethics

Ch. Abdul Ghafoor is Talking to the Participants of
Leaders Arena
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Certifications & Accreditations
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Annual Audit report
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How You Can Help
Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan gives great importance to your support and
involvement in the noble cause of service to humanity. You can continue
playing your significant role by

Become a friend of Alkhidmat
To contribute financially on regular basis, fill the attached form and return it
to us. This would help us to make necessary arrangements for collection of
regular donations.

Make a donation
You can send donations by cheque/postal order and online.

Make a bequest
If you want your legacy to live on even after your death. Please contact us to
make a bequest in favor of Alkhidmat Foundation Pakistan.

Volunteer your time
We are always looking for volunteer doctors, teachers and professionals
from all fields of life to work at our hospitals, schools and other projects.

www.alkhidmat.org
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ALKHIDMAT COMPLEX | 3-KM, Khayaban-e-Jinnah, Lahore, Pakistan.
Tel | +92 42 35957260 FAX | +92 42 35957261

WOMAN WING OFFICES
Alkhidmat Foundation (Woman Wing)

Alkhidmat Foundation Woman Wing (Trust)

Basement Hall, Bahadur Jung Society,
Block 7/8, Kamal Park, Ameer Khusro Road, Karachi.
Ph: +92 21 34305505
Email: akfwomenwing@gmail.com

76-E, Blocl 6, PICHS, Al-Haramain Masjid, Karachi.
Ph: +92 21 34304985-88
Email: info@alkhidmatkhawateen.org

REGIONAL OFFICES
Punjab Central

Punjab South

711, Block J-2 Johar Town, Lahore, PAKISTAN.
Ph: +92 42 35433038, Fax: +92 42 35432703
punjab@alkhidmat.org

85-A Gulgasht Colony Multan.
Ph: +92 61 6510088, Fax: +92 61 6520077
akfsouthpunjab@gmail.org

Punjab North

Karachi

House# 124 Block A st# 05 Agochs Society .
Ph: +92 51 5739206, Fax: +92 42 35432703
north.punjab@alkhidmat.org

504 Quaideen Colony, Near Islamia College, Karachi.
Ph: +92 21 34915361-4
info@alkhidmat.com

Quetta (Balochistan)

Makran (Balochistan)

Banglow No. 10-9/59-H Main Arbab Karam Khan Road, Near
Farooq Mills, Quetta.
Ph: +92 81 2453967
quettaregion@alkhidmat.org

Fish Harbour Road, Near Sorag Dil Ground, Gawadar,
Makran, Balochistan.
Ph: +92 81 4210334
makranregion@alkhidmat.org

Sindh

Khayber Pakhtunkhwa

Street # 3, Kaba Auditorium, Block 13, Fedreral B Area, Karachi
Ph: +92 21 36345131
sindh@alkhidmat.org

B-39, Street No. 6, Sikandar Town GT Road, Peshawar.
Ph: +92 91 2263651-52
kp@alkhidmat.org

Gilgit-Baltistan

Islamabad

Near PWD Office, Gull Sher Colony konodas, Gilgit-Baltistan.
Ph: 05811-454124
gb@alkhidmat.org

B-4 First Floor Street No.31 Sector F-7/1 Islamabad.
Ph: 051-2611911 Fax: 051-2611966
akf.isb@gmail.com

Azad Jammu & Kashmir
B-1, 2nd Floor, Flat No. 2, Noor Plaza Uper Utility Store,
Chandni Chowk Satellite Town, Rawalpindi.
Ph: +92 51 4906080
ajk@alkhidmat.org

ALKHIDMAT COMPLEX | 3-KM, Khayaban-e-Jinnah, Lahore, Pakistan.
Tel | +92 42 35957260 Fax | +92 42 35957261
www.alkhidmat.org

www.twitter.com/alkhidmatorg

info@alkhidmat.org

www.vimeo.com/alkhidmat

www.facebook.com/alkhidmat.org

www.flicker.com/al-khidmat

